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Emerging Technologies
Smart

Environmental Pressures

Personalization
Interoperability
Globalization
Regulatory Requirements
Decreasing Product Lifecycles
Workforce Readiness
Machine
learning
Financial Pressures

How to combine the technologies?

Example: A Smart Vehicle System

Closed (Embedded) System

Vehicles with smart
technologies (e.g.,
ABS & ESC). But,
system is closed – no
data communicated
externally

+

• Networked
connected vehicles
(via Cloud?)
• Local weather and
traffic data
• Snow Plows

=

A smart system. Collects
vehicle sensor data,
analyze known and
potential safety issues,
and communicate
resolutions to nearby
vehicles

Sources: Automobile schematic - http://www.autozone.com/repairguides/.
Car-to-car communication schematic - http://www.autoguide.com/auto-news/2015/02/volvo-using-the-cloud-for-car-to-car-communication.html

Smart & Sustainable
♦ Optimize to

reduce waste
and resource
input
♦ Energy-aware

Manufacturing
♦ Smart

Production
Scheduling

NNMI  Manufacturing USA
President’s Council of Advisors
on Science and Technology

Market Failure in Pre-Competitive
Applied Manufacturing R&D

2011: First of five Advanced
Manufacturing Partnership (AMP)
reports “Report to the President
on Ensuring American Leadership
in Advanced Manufacturing”
2012: AMP calls for: National
Network for Manufacturing
Innovation (NNMI) –
• 15 Manufacturing Innovation
Institutes / $1B
• National Program Office
(AMNPO)
• MDFs
• Hubs
• Education & training
2017: 14 Institutes in operation

Manufacturing USA – establishes a network,
facilities, and mechanisms for industry and
academia to work on industry-relevant problems
o Addresses the market failure of industry
underinvestment in “pre-competitive”
applied R&D
o Focuses on “de-risking” new technologies and
materials to scale-up for U.S. manufacturers

Institute Framework
Applied Research + Education/Workforce Skills
= Development of Future “Manufacturing Hubs”
♦

Federal funding is the catalyst to
bring stakeholders into shared space
to de-risk innovation.

Standard
s
organizat
ions

♦

Focus is on industry-relevant problems
impacting commercial production, MRL 4-7.

♦

Institutes must be self-sustaining
after federal startup investment ends.

♦

Workforce training and development
is an essential component in
institute focus.
Federal startup investment: $70M - $120M/institute over 5 years
Institute Consortium owners must have minimum 1:1 co-investment

Industry-Academia-Government Partnership
Each institute has:
♦ Unique focus
♦ Solid industry value

proposition
♦ Strong Partnerships
♦ Ability to address

critical challenges
♦ Balanced project portfolio

Manufacturing USA (current status)
Lightweight
Metals
Detroit, MI

Advanced
Robotics
Pittsburgh, PA

AIM Photonics
Rochester, NY

REMADE
Rochester, NY

Advanced
Regenerative
Manufacturing,
Manchester, NH

AFFOA - Fibers
and Textiles,
Cambridge MA

Flexible Hybrid
Electronics
San Jose, CA

Modular
Chemical
Process
Intensification
New York, NY

Smart
Manufacturing
Los Angeles, CA

Biopharmaceutical
Manufacturing
Newark, DE

Digital
Manufacturing
& Design
Chicago, IL

Shaded states are major participants in Institutes

Advanced
Fiber-Reinforced
Polymer
Composites
Knoxville, TN

Additive
Manufacturing
Youngstown, OH

Wide Bandgap
Semiconductors
Raleigh, NC

Institutes Addressing our Interests - 1
♦ America Makes: AM and 3DP technology

research, discovery, creation, and innovation
♦ Advanced Robotics in Manufacturing (ARM):

Create and deploy robotic technology by
integrating the diverse multidisciplinary
collection of industry practices and institutional
knowledge
♦ Smart Manufacturing (CESMII): Advance smart
sensors and digital process controls to improve
the efficiency of U.S. manufacturing
♦ Lightweight Innovations for Tomorrow (LIFT):

Develop and deploy advanced lightweight
materials manufacturing technologies

Institutes Addressing our Interests - 2
♦ Digital Manufacturing and Design Innovation

Institute (DMDII): Demonstrate and apply digital
manufacturing technologies
♦ Institute for Advanced Composites Manufacturing
Innovation (IACMI): Develop manufacturing
technologies for low-cost, energy-efficient
manufacturing of advanced polymer composites
for vehicles, wind turbines, and compressed gas

storage
♦ Reducing Embodied-energy and Decreasing

Emissions (REMADE): Identify new and less
expensive ways to reuse, recycle, and
remanufacture metals, fibers, polymers, and
electronic waste

Formation of Regional Clusters
Manufacturing USA
contributes to strengthening
regional economics

Inset: Advanced
Manufacturing
Ecosystem in
Detroit, MI –
Anchored by the
LIFT Institute

63 organizations
from across
seven Institutes
have generated
125 connections
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The Power of Connections
Manufacturing USA Institutes address the “valley of death” through seed
funding and by bringing together stakeholders to commercialize advanced
technologies
AIM
9,424
Photonics
Relationships between
organizations

IACMI

NextFlex

1,174
Organizations involved
with the program
AFFOA
LIFT

753
Organizations with formal
membership

Power
America

203
America
Makes
Some organizations in the
outer “fans” take advantage
of the convening power of
the Institutes to keep
abreast of developments in
their technology area and
network with their peers.

DMDII

Organizations in the
center of the network
are highly involved in
projects across multiple
institutes and help steer
the direction of the
network.

Organizations have
relationships w/ multiple
institutes

120
Organizations are
members of more than
one institute

Together, the
Institutes’
convene nearly
1,200
organizations in
an inter-industry
network
comprised of
9,000+
organization
relationships
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Composites Institute

“

…and today, we’re proud to announce our
latest manufacturing hub, and it is right
here in Tennessee. Led by the University
of Tennessee–Knoxville, the hub will be
home to 122 public and private partners
who are teaming up to develop materials
that are lighter and stronger than steel.

”

President Obama announces
institute on January 9, 2015

National institute addressing critical challenges
Clean energy
Productivity
Domestic
production
capacity
Job growth
and economic
development

Life cycle
energy
consumption

Five/Ten Year Technical Goals:
• 25/50% lower carbon fiber–reinforced polymer (CFRP) cost
• 50/75% reduction in CFRP embodied energy
• 80/95% composite recyclability into useful products

Core Partners are Capable and
Strategically Located
>70% of automotive
production occurs
in IACMI states
>70% of US auto
R&D in Michigan alone
Colorado has more
blade facilities (factories
plus technical centers)
than any other state
>60% of manufacturers of
compressed gas–fueled
vehicles within half-day drive
from IACMI focus areas

Scale-up Across IACMI State Partners

Solution
spinning
Carbon Fiber
line
Technology
Pre-preg
Facility
production
Pilot-scale
pilot/full
PCM
scale
1,000 ton
press

Full Scale
PCM
4,000 ton
press

Federal Investment Will Catalyze a Composites
Ecosystem in the Heart of US Manufacturing
- 50% CFRP
production cost

$70M - DOE
-75% CFRP embodied
energy savings

$180M+ - Other
122 - Member Consortium

-75% Greenhouse
gas avoidance

6 Core Partner States

95% FRP recycled
and/or reused

Strong Leadership

Jobs

5 Technology Areas
Production capacity

Vision: Smart/Sustainable Manufacturing
Objectives include
Minimizing
Environmental Impact

Cloud

Decision Support
System

Factory
Recycle

Remanufacture

Models

Supply Chain

EOL

Smart Manufacturing System
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

♦

♦

Grid, factory, and wind turbine
connected
Manufacturing equipment infused
with smart technologies to
minimize energy in real time
Customer orders are communicated
– job demand forecast
Wind forecast used to forecast
renewable power
Weather forecast used to forecast
energy demand
Production schedules (to minimize
energy and energy costs) set based
on grid price forecasts (and
forecast WT power)
Production schedules adjusted in
real time to reflect actual smart grid
prices

Orders
Decision
Support
System
Schedules

Predictive Analytics
Wind
Turbine

Smart Machines

Smart Factory
Smart
Grid

Residential
Commercial
Power Plant

Smart
Grid

Smart Manufacturing System
One example of research at
Purdue University

A few others follow…

Advancing Environmental Sustainability
of Machine Tools
♦ Goal:
• Identify opportunities for
reduced energy consumption

♦ Scope:
• Supporting processes of the
machine tool
• Motors within the machine tool
Machining (14.8%)
Supporting Process: 85.2%

Centrifuge (10.8%)
Coolant (31.8%)

Oil pressure pump (24.4%)
Cooler, mist collector, etc (15.2%)
0%

Rate of production

(adapted from Dahmus and Gutowski, 2004).

100%

Global total final electricity consumption by end-uses, 2014

Critical Materials Inst.
♦ Assure supply of critical materials

(rare earth elements) – needed for
clean energy tech
♦ Strategies:

• New sources for REEs
• Alternatives to REEs
• Recovery and Recycling/
Remanufacturing of products with
REEs

♦ Goals

• Develop design for disassembly
software to assist REE extraction
• Develop supply chain strategies to
overcome REE recovery barriers
• Develop assessment &
optimization techniques for TEA of
REE recovery

Integrated Sustainability Model for a
Bioenergy System
Objectives:
♦ To explore the
interactions among
environmental, social
and economic
variables in the
bioenergy system
♦ To predict
environmental, social,
and economic impacts
in terms of indicators:
•
•
•
•

GHG emissions
Biofuels price
Employment
Quality of life

Framework of ISM

Social Impacts of Manufacturing
♦ Using Input-Output (I/O) economic

theory
• Disaggregate global trade
• Map industrial sectors to social impacts

♦ Multidisciplinary filter for social

indicator categorization
• Sociology/Anthropology – Stakeholder
theory
• Psychology – Human needs theory
• Engineering – Life cycle theory
• Economics – IO theory

♦ Objectives – Identify social impacts
• for countries/industry at disaggregated
levels
• to inform sustainable development
(developed/developing/underdeveloped)

Summary
♦ Our understanding of emerging technologies

and how they are connected is still evolving.
♦ US has established a national network of

manufacturing institutes focused on key
technologies/areas (Manufacturing USA)
♦ As a leading manufacturing university in the

U.S., Purdue University is involved in many of
these institutes
♦ Smart & Sustainable continues to grow in

importance

Take-aways
♦ Industry: Increasing focus on energy

costs (& consumption) in manufacturing
♦ Industry: Increasing consideration of
water / energy availability and reliability
at existing and planned manufacturing
facilities
♦ Universities: Increasing research activity
directed at energy and environment
♦ Policy: Expanding collaboration among
industry, universities, and government

Thank You!
John Sutherland
jwsuther@purdue.edu

U.S. Department of Defense
Funding (FY’16) → Environmental
Programs ($3.4B)
♦ Pollution Prevention ($89.5M)
♦ Environmental Technology ($189.6M)
♦ Environmental Compliance ($1.4B)

Programs
Energy Monitoring
for Defense
Readiness
(EMDRA)
Mission Ready
Sustainability Initiative
(rapid deployment in
supply chains) (MRSI)

Sustainable Aerospace
Manufacturing
Initiative (SAMI)
Sustainable Cell
Initiative
(advanced tools
and simulation
(SCI)

60% of the
partners have
formal green
initiatives, 25%
are using some
type of
Renewable
energy.
Streamlined LCA
(SLCA) used to
analyze chemical
and material
finish options
(e.g.
nonchromated
coating system).

U.S Department of Energy
Industrial Assessment Center
The IAC program has
conducted over 17,728
assessments with more
than 134,486 associated
recommendations
Average recommended
yearly savings is $136,052

Four thrust areas:
• Diversifying Supply
• Developing Substitutes
• Improving Reuse & Recycling
• Cross-cutting Research

Partnership consists of ~
180 industrial companies,
representing ~ 2,400
facilities and 11.4% of the
total U.S. manufacturing
energy footprint
To date, industry partners have saved
about 457 TBtu and $2.4 billion
cumulatively in energy costs

U.S Department of Education
Graduate Fellowships

Graduate Assistance in Areas of
National Need (GAANN)
Broad Goals:
♦ Multidisciplinary instruction
and research
♦ Encourage outstanding
students to pursue PhD
degrees and become leaders
♦ Create a national education
model
♦ Examples:
• Drexel: Sustainable energy,
manufacturing, robotoics
• USF: Sustainability of Water,
Energy, and Materials
• U. Conn.: Design &
manufacture of MEMS/NEMS
enabled batteries and motors
• U. Pitt: Sustainable engineering

“Jobs are available – but people
with right training are not.”
TAACCCT
♦ Trade Adjustment Assistance
Community College and Career
Training Grant Program)
♦ $2B to support community colleges
with funds to enhance ability to
deliver training programs to prepare
students for employment in highwage, high-skill occupations.
Jobs Accelerator Program
♦ $20M to support American
manufacturing – 10 public-private
partnerships – strengthen
advanced manufacturing at local
level

U.S Department of Commerce – National
Institute of Standards and Technology
Sustainable Manufacturing Program
Objective: To develop and deploy advances in
measurement science to achieve sustainability
across manufacturing processes enabling
resource efficiency and production network
resiliency by 2016.

Research Project Areas:
♦ Sustainability of Unit Manufacturing Processes
♦ Sustainable Metrics for Unit Assembly Processes
♦ Integrated Production Processes
♦ Production Network Supplier Characterization
♦ Integration Infrastructure for Sustainable
Manufacturing
♦ Sustainability Metrics for Manufacturability
♦ Sustainability Modeling and Optimization

National Science Foundation
Directorate of Engineering
SEES: Science, Engineering
and Education for
Sustainability ($81M)

Credit: Yinlun Huang, Cache Corporation

CE: Clean Energy
Investments ($377M)

Credit: Paul Roessler

CMMI: Civil, Mechanical
and Manufacturing
Innovation ($223M)

EFMA: Emerging
Frontiers and
Multidisciplinary
Activities ($56M)

CBET: Chemical,
Bioengineering,
Environmental, and
Transport Systems
($192M)
IIP: Industrial Innovation
and Partnerships
($248M)

Advanced
Manufacturing
Initiatives ($177M)

Credit: Joe Cheeney, University of California-Riverside

Source: https://www.nsf.gov/about/budget/fy2016/pdf/fy2016budget.pdf

